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Classical and Quantum Transport in One-Dimensional Periodically Kicked Systems
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This paper is a brief review of classical and quantum transport phenomena, as well as related
spectral properties, exhibited by one-dimensional periodically kicked systems. Two representative
and fundamentally different classes of systems will be considered, those satisfying the classical
Kolmogorov-Arnol’d-Moser scenario and those which not. The experimental realization of some of
these systems using atom-optics methods will be mentioned.
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I. INTRODUCTION

During the last four decades, there has been much in-
terest in the problem of “Quantum Chaos”, i.e., under-
standing the properties and dynamics of quantum sys-
tems whose classical Hamiltonian counterparts are non-
integrable and exhibit chaos. In developing this under-
standing, there was a natural attempt to focus, at least
at a first stage, on model systems that are as simple as
possible but still feature some typical behavior of more
complex and/or “realistic” nonintegrable systems. The
minimal number of degrees of freedom required by a non-
linear Hamiltonian system to be nonintegrable is “1.5”,
namely one dimension (1D) with time dependence. A
simple time dependence is a periodic one and a very
simple periodic dependence is that of a periodic delta
function. This corresponds to 1D periodically “kicked”
systems. The most attractive feature of these systems,
and also of kicked systems in higher dimensions, is that
both their classical Poincaré map and quantum map in
one time period can be written explicitly in closed form.
This fact already makes it possible to derive several ex-
act results and/or to make rigorous statements about the
properties of classical and quantum kicked systems.
The many theoretical investigations of these rela-

tively simple systems, some of which eventually became
paradigmatic models in the field of Quantum Chaos, have
led to the discovery of an unexpected rich variety of
fascinating classical and quantum transport phenomena.
These systems have also proved to be quite realistic. In
fact, during the last two decades, several of the quan-
tum phenomena have been experimentally realized using
atom-optics methods with cold atoms or Bose-Einstein
condensates. In most cases, the experimental results
agreed well with the theoretical predictions. Some phe-
nomena were first discovered experimentally and later
explained theoretically.
This paper is a brief review of classical and quantum

transport phenomena, as well as related spectral prop-
erties, exhibited by representative classes of 1D periodi-
cally kicked systems. This review will include significant
contributions made by Paul Brumer and co-workers to
the field, see Secs. III and IVD. The paper is organized
as follows. In Secs. II and III, we consider kicked sys-

tems satisfying the classical Kolmogorov-Arnol’d-Moser
(KAM) scenario. Generalized versions of paradigmatic
models in this class of systems, the kicked rotor and the
kicked particle, will be treated in some detail in Sec. II;
variants of these models, the modulated kicked rotors,
will be the subject of Sec. III. In Sec. IV, we consider the
fundamentally different class of “non-KAM” kicked sys-
tems, represented by generalized kicked charged particles
in a uniform magnetic field or, equivalently, generalized
kicked harmonic oscillators; a small sub-class of these
systems is exactly equivalent to generalized versions of
the paradigmatic “kicked Harper models”. Conclusions
are presented in Sec. V.

II. KAM SYSTEMS: KICKED ROTOR AND

KICKED PARTICLE

A. Classical Kicked Rotor, KAM Scenario,

Chaotic Normal and Anomalous Diffusion

The classical periodically kicked rotor (KR), or
Chirikov-Taylor system,1 is defined, in its generalized
version and in dimensionless scaled variables, by the
Hamiltonian:

H =
L2

2
+ kV (θ)

∞∑

t=−∞

δ(t′ − t), (1)

where L is angular momentum, θ is angle, k is a noninte-
grability parameter, V (θ) is a general 2π-periodic poten-
tial, t′ is the usual (continuous) time, and t is a “discrete”
time taking all integer values. The classical map for (1),
from time t′ = t− 0 to time t′ = t+ 1− 0 , is:

Lt+1 = Lt + kf(θs), θt+1 = θt + Lt+1 mod(2π), (2)

where the subscripts indicate the times above at which
(L, θ) are evaluated and f(θ) = −dV/dθ is the force func-
tion. For V (θ) = cos(θ) or f(θ) = sin(θ), Eqs. (2) give
the famous “standard map”1,2 , a prototypical Hamilto-
nian map exhibiting the celebrated Kolmogorov-Arnol’d-
Moser (KAM) scenario1,3: As k is gradually increased
from 0, local chaotic layers develop around “stochastic
resonances” which extend “horizontally” from θ = 0 to
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θ = 2π but are bounded in the “vertical” (L) direction
by “horizontal” KAM tori. For k > kc ≈ 0.9716,2 all the
KAM tori break into “cantori”4 with gaps, so that the lo-
cal chaotic layers merge into a single global chaotic region
extending from L = −∞ to L = ∞. Then, unbounded
chaotic diffusion1,5–7 takes place in the L direction, char-
acterized by the diffusion coefficient

D = lim
t→∞

〈
(Lt − L0)

2
〉

2t
, (3)

where 〈·〉 denotes average over an ensemble {(L0, θ0)} of
initial conditions in the chaotic region. For k sufficiently
larger than kc, the standard map features generalized pe-
riodic orbits, the so-called “accelerator modes”,7–10 sat-
isfying

Lm = L0 + 2πw, θm = θ0 mod(2π), (4)

wherem is the minimal period and w 6= 0 is some integer.
Clearly, the orbit (4) performs ballistic motion in the L
direction with mean acceleration 2πw/m. If this orbit is
stable, it generates a chain of m islands embedded in the
chaotic sea and all the points within these islands perform
ballistic motion with the same mean acceleration:

〈
(Lmt − L0)

2
〉
≈ 4π2w2t2, (5)

where the average is over an initial ensemble within the
islands. A chaotic orbit will usually stick to the bound-
aries of the island chain for a long time, performing bal-
listic motion during this time, it will then return to the
chaotic sea where it will diffuse for some time, and it
will eventually stick again to the island-chain boundaries.
The net result of these transitions over a very long time
is an anomalous chaotic diffusion7–10:

〈
(Lmt − L0)

2
〉
∝ tµ, 1 < µ < 2, (6)

where the average is again over an initial ensemble in
the chaotic region and µ is the anomalous-diffusion ex-
ponent. The latter ranges between the values of 1 [normal
diffusion (3)] and 2 [ballistic motion (5)]. It corresponds
therefore to a “superdiffusion”, which appears to be the
most well-established kind of Hamiltonian anomalous dif-
fusion (there exists, however, a rare case11 of Hamiltonian
subdiffusion, µ < 1). It must be remarked that the exis-
tence of accelerator modes (4) and the associated chaotic
superdiffusion (6) is a consequence of an important fea-
ture of the map (2), i.e., its translational invariance in
the L direction (with period 2π). Other implications of
this invariance are considered below.

B. Quantum Kicked Rotor and Dynamical

Localization

The quantum map for (1), analogous to the classical
one (2), is given by the evolution operator in one time
period, from t′ = t− 0 to t′ = t+ 1− 0:

Û = exp[−iL̂2/(2~)] exp[−ikV (θ)/~], (7)

where ~ is a dimensionless scaled Planck constant and L̂
is the angular-momentum operator L̂ = −i~d/dθ with
eigenvalues n~, n integer. It is natural to compare

the time evolution of the expectation value
〈
L̂2/2

〉

t
=

〈
φ(t)|L̂2/2|φ(t)

〉
,
∣∣φ(t)

〉
= U t

∣∣φ(0)
〉
, with the classical dif-

fusive evolution expected from (3) in the global chaotic
regime (large k). First numerical experiments12 indi-
cated that for sufficiently small ~ (semiclassical regime)〈
L̂2/2

〉

t
mimics the classical chaotic diffusion up to some

break-time t = tB but for t > tB

〈
L̂2/2

〉

s
stabilizes, be-

coming bounded in time.
To understand the latter phenomenon, it is necessary

to investigate the nature of the eigenvalues and eigen-
states of Û . Since Û is a unitary operator, its eigenvalues
must lie on the unit circle in the complex plane and can
be written as exp(−iω), where the real quantity ω is the
so-called “quasienergy” (QE) and ranges in the interval

0 ≤ ω < 2π. The QE eigenvalue problem for Û is then:

Û |Ψω〉 = exp(−iω) |Ψω〉 , (8)

where |Ψω〉 are the QE eigenstates. It was shown13 that
Eq. (8), written in the angular-momentum representa-
tion 〈n|Ψω〉, is exactly equivalent to the eigenvalue prob-
lem of a tight-binding chain of “sites” n, with an on-site
potential which is pseudorandom for generic, irrational
values of ~/ (2π). By assuming that such a pseudoran-
dom disorder is effectively similar to a truly random one
which causes Anderson localization, one would conclude
that all the eigenstates 〈n|Ψω〉 are exponentially local-
ized in angular-momentum space and the QE spectrum
ω is then discrete. These conclusions were extensively
verified numerically. A discrete QE spectrum implies
quasiperiodic and bounded quantum motion, as observed
in the first numerical experiments mentioned above. This
bounded quantum motion is known as “dynamical lo-
calization”. It was experimentally observed using atom-
optics methods, i.e., ultracold atoms “kicked” by an op-
tical standing wave.14

An important consequence of the exponential localiza-
tion of QE eigenstates is that the distribution of the
QE level spacings is Poisson.15 This is due to the fact
that most of the exponentially localized eigenstates have
far-separated centers on the infinite angular-momentum
space, −∞ < n~ <∞, and therefore do not overlap, i.e.,
they are uncorrelated.
It was also found later16 that in a semiclassical regime

of small ~ the exponential localization length ξ of the
QE eigenstates is roughly proportional to the diffusion
coefficient (3). This relation between ξ and D is a signif-
icant quantum signature of classical chaos and it was ex-
perimentally verified using again atom-optics methods.17

These experiments also showed that in parameter regimes
where classical accelerator modes exist and chaotic su-
perdiffusion occurs (see Sec. IIA) the quantum angular-
momentum distributions acquire “shoulders”, i.e., their
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initial decay is slower than the exponential one in the
case of normal chaotic diffusion.

C. Quantum Kicked Particle and the

Quasimomentum

In the atom-optics experiments mentioned in Sec. IIB,
the quantum KR is actually realized as a kicked-particle
system, since atoms move on lines and not on cir-
cles like rotors. However, the quantum kicked particle
can be exactly and simply related to quantum KRs as
follows.18,19 The one-period evolution operator for the
quantum kicked particle is given by Eq. (7) with L̂ re-
placed by p̂ (linear-momentum operator) and with θ re-
placed by x̂ (position operator):

Û = exp
(
−ip̂2/(2~)

)
exp [−ikV (x̂)/~] . (9)

The QE eigenvalue problem for (9) in the x representa-
tion is:

ÛΨω(x) = exp(−iω)Ψω(x). (10)

The 2π-periodicity of (9) in x̂ implies that Ψω(x) can be
chosen to have the Bloch form:

Ψω(x) = exp(iβx)ψβ,ω(x), (11)

where β is the quasimomentum (0 ≤ β < 1), whose mean-
ing is explained below, and ψβ,ω(x) is 2π-periodic in x.
After inserting (11) into Eq. (10), one easily finds that
ψβ,ω(x) is an eigenstate of

Ûβ = exp[−i(p̂+ β~)2/(2~)] exp[−ikV (x̂)/~] (12)

with eigenvalue exp(−iω). Due to the 2π-periodicity of
ψβ,ω(x), one can interpret x as an angle θ and p̂ in Eq.

(12) as an angular-momentum operator L̂ with eigenval-

ues n~. Then, Ûβ is the evolution operator of a “β-KR”
and β is conserved during the evolution. To illustrate this
conservation and the physical meaning of β, assume an
initial momentum state 〈x|p〉 = exp(ipx/~). This can be
written in the form (11) as exp(iβx) exp(inx), where β
and n are, respectively, the fractional and integer parts of
p/~ [similarly, after replacing p̂ in Eq. (12) by L̂, L̂+ β~
is the decomposition of the linear-momentum operator
into an “integer” part, L̂, and a conserved “fractional”
part, β~]. Then, after t kicks, this state will evolve
to a state having still the form (11) with the same β:
〈x|p〉t = exp(iβx)φβ(x; t), where φβ(x; t) is 2π-periodic
in x. The usual quantum KR in Sec. IIB corresponds
to β = 0. One can show that the eigenvalue problem for
(12) with general β is also equivalent to a tight-binding
chain with an on-site potential that is pseudorandom for
generic irrational ~/(2π). Dynamical localization is then
expected to occur.
Consider now an arbitrary wave packet Φ(x) of the

kicked particle. This can be always expressed as a super-
position of Bloch functions:

Φ(x) =

∫ 1

0

dβ exp(iβx)φβ(x), (13)

where φβ(x) =
∑

n Φ̃(n+ β~) exp(inx)/
√
2π and Φ̃(p) is

the momentum representation of Φ(x). Using (13) and
the fact that p̂ exp (iβx) = exp (iβx) (p̂ + β~), one then
gets the basic relation

Û tΦ(x) =

∫ 1

0

dβ exp(iβx)Û t
βφβ(x). (14)

Relation (14) connects the quantum dynamics of the
kicked particle with that of all the β-KRs.

D. Quantum Resonance, Antiresonance,

Diffusion, and Ratchet Accelerator

Classically, the KR map (2) is translationally invari-
ant in L with period 2π. Quantally, one may ask under
which condition the quantum map (12) is invariant un-

der a translation in p̂ = L̂. For a quantum rotor, such
a translation is given by the operator T̂q̄ = exp(−iq̄θ),
where q̄ must be integer since θ is an angle; thus, T̂q̄ is a

translation by q̄~ in L̂ in accordance with the fact that
L̂/~ has integer eigenvalues. Using the last fact, the re-

quirement [Ûβ, T̂q̄] = 0, with x̂→ θ, p̂→ L̂ in (12), leads
to the conditions19:

~

2π
=
l

q
, (15)

β =
r

gl
− gq

2
mod(1), (16)

where l and q are coprime integers, g = q̄/q is integer,
and r and gl are also coprime integers. For given (l, q), β
in Eq. (16) can take any rational value βr in [0, 1) since
g (or q̄ = gq) can always be chosen so that r = (βr +
gq/2)gl is integer. Given β = βr, one chooses g as the
smallest positive integer satisfying the latter requirement;
in general, g > 1. For the usual KR (βr = 0), g = 1 if
lq is even and g = 2 if lq is odd; compare with previous
works.20,21 One denotes βr by βr,g, where the integer r =
(βr+ gq/2)gl labels all the different values of βr for given
minimal g.
The QE states ψβ,ω for β = βr,g can be chosen

as simultaneous eigenstates of Ûβ and T̂gq: Ûβψβ,ω =

exp(−iω)ψβ,ω, T̂gqψβ,ω = exp(−igqα)ψβ,ω, where α is
a “quasiangle” varying in the “Brillouin zone” (BZ)
0 ≤ α < 2π/(gq). One may view the Bloch function
exp(iβx)ψβ,ω(x) as a state on the “quantum torus” 0 ≤
x < 2π, 0 ≤ p < gq~, with toral boundary conditions22

specified by (α, β). Using standard methods,20,21 it is
easy to show from the last two eigenvalue equations that
at fixed α one has precisely gq QE eigenvalues ωb(α, β),
b = 0, . . . , gq − 1. Since g is minimal, the BZ is maximal
for the given value of β = βr,g. Then, as α is varied con-
tinuously in the BZ, the gq eigenvalues generically form
gq QE bands with corresponding band eigenstates ψb,α,β .
This band continuous QE spectrum for β = βr,g implies
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an asymptotic ballistic increase in time of the expecta-
tion value of the kinetic energy in any initial wave-packet:〈
L̂2/2

〉

β,t
∝ t2. This is the “quantum-resonance” (QR)

phenomenon for rational ~/(2π) and β, in contrast to
dynamical localization for irrational ~/(2π). This QR
generalizes the original QR for β = 0.21,23

An important case is that of the main QRs, ~/(2π) = l
(q = 1). In this case, several additional exact results
can be derived19 since the evolution operator (12) (with

x̂ → θ, p̂ → L̂) reduces, up to a nonrelevant constant
phase factor, to

Ûβ = exp
(
−i~βL̂

)
exp [−ikV (θ)/~] , (17)

where ~β = πl(2β + 1). We identify Ûβ in Eq. (17)
as the one-period evolution operator for the well-known
linear KR,24 which is exactly solvable for arbitrary po-
tential V (θ) =

∑
m Vm exp(−imθ). The following exact

results were obtained.19 First, the gq = g QE bands for
β = βr,g are all nonflat (have finite width) only if there is
at least one nonzero Fourier coefficient Vm of V (θ) with
m multiple of g (including m = ±g); then, QR indeed
takes place. Otherwise, all the g bands are flat (infinitely
degenerate) and QR is replaced by a diametrically op-
posite phenomenon, “quantum antiresonance” (QAR), a

bounded periodic time evolution of
〈
L̂2/2

〉

β,t
. For the

origin of the term “antiresonance”, see Sec. III. Second,
the expectation value of the kinetic energy

〈
p̂2/2

〉
t
of

the kicked particle in any initial wave-packet (13) grows
linearly (“diffusively”) in time:

〈
p̂2/2

〉
t
∝ t, see also

other works.18,25 A similar growth in time is exhibited
by the kinetic energy of an incoherent mixture of β-KRs:∫ 1

0
dβF (β)

〈
L̂2/2

〉

β,t
∝ t, where F (β) is a generic nor-

malized distribution,
∫ 1

0 dβF (β) = 1. These phenom-
ena have been experimentally observed for QRs of order
q = 1, 2, 3 using atom-optics methods with Bose-Einstein
condensates (BECs).26

In view of the QR ballistic behavior
〈
L̂2/2

〉

β,t
∝ t2,

one may ask whether, under some conditions,
〈
L̂
〉

β,t
∝ t.

The latter behavior may be viewed as a quantum ratchet
acceleration since the force −dV/dθ is unbiased, i.e., it

obviously has zero average,
∫ 2π

0
dθdV/dθ = 0 (see also

Sec. IVD). Ratchet effects can arise only if some symme-
try is broken. The asymmetry is usually associated with
the system, i.e., V (θ) is asymmetric. However, a different
new kind of asymmetry was proposed27: Assume that
both V (θ) and the initial-state amplitude |φβ(θ)| have
inversion symmetry around different symmetry centers;
then, the noncoincidence of the symmetry centers is a
relative asymmetry which can produce a ratchet effect.
For example, in the simple case of V (θ) = cos(θ − γ)

and φβ(θ) = [1 + exp(−iθ)]/
√
4π, the symmetry centers

of V (θ) and |φβ(θ)| are located at θ = γ and θ = 0, re-
spectively. One then finds for the main QRs (q = 1) that

∆
〈
L̂
〉

β,t
=

〈
L̂
〉

β,t
−
〈
L̂
〉

β,0
is given by28:

∆
〈
L̂
〉

β,t
=
k

2

sin(~βt/2)

sin(~β/2)
sin[~β(t+ 1)/2− γ]. (18)

Now, if β takes any of the l resonant values βr,1 =
r/l − 1/2 mod(1), r = 0, . . . , l − 1 [from Eq. (16)
with g = 1, the only resonant value of g in the case of
V (θ) = cos(θ−γ), see above], one gets from Eq. (18) that

∆
〈
L̂
〉

β,t
= −k sin(γ)t/2. The latter QR ratchet effect

was experimentally observed by atom-optics methods for
l = 1 (βr,1 = 0.5) using BECs with quasimomentum
width ∆β ≈ 0.1.28 Because of (18), this width causes

a saturation of the linear increase of ∆
〈
L̂
〉

β,t
. Theo-

retical results concerning this saturation effect were also
experimentally confirmed.28

E. Staggered-Ladder QE Spectra and their

Quantum-Transport Manifestations

We have seen in Sec. IID that under the QR conditions
(15) and (16) (with minimal g) the QE spectrum of the
β-KR consists of gq bands ωb(α, β), b = 0, . . . , gq − 1. It
was recently shown29 that this set of bands is actually
a “staggered ladder”, i.e., the superposition of q equally-
spaced ladders, each consisting of g bands. Writing b as
b = (c, d), where c, c = 1, . . . , q, labels the q ladders and
d, d = 0, . . . , g − 1, labels the g bands in each ladder,
ladder c is given by

ωc,d(α, β) = ωc,0(α, β) + 2πdl(β + q/2) mod(2π). (19)

This staggered-ladder QE spectrum is another conse-
quence of the translational invariance of the classical map
(2) in the L direction with period 2π. In the limit of ir-
rational β (g → ∞), each of he q ladders (19) covers
densely the entire QE range [0, 2π). We notice that for
the usual KR (β = 0), there are either no ladders (g = 1
for lq even) or trivial ladders with spacing ∆ω = π (g = 2
for lq odd). Thus, β = 0 is a nongeneric case for rational
~/(2π). For the main QRs (q = 1), the QE spectrum is
just one ladder which, for potentials V (θ) with a finite
number of harmonics and for sufficiently high-order ra-
tional β, consists of g flat bands19 (see also Sec. IID).
The regularity of the generic staggered-ladder QE spec-
trum is fundamentally different from that of the Poisson
QE spectrum for irrational ~/(2π) (see Sec. IIB).
The spectra (19) have several quantum-transport

manifestations)29: (a) A suppression of QRs for ratio-
nal β as g increases. (b) A dynamical localization for
irrational β which is basically different from that for
irrational ~/(2π); for example, its time evolution fea-
tures traveling-wave components in position space and a
staggered-ladder frequency spectrum symmetric around
a central ladder which is independent of the nonintegra-
bility strength k. Most of these phenomena were shown
to persist when averaged over realistic quasimomentum
widths ∆β of BECs and should therefore be experimen-
tally observable.
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III. MODULATED KICKED ROTOR AND

QUANTUM ANTIRESONANCE

A significant extension of the KR was introduced,30

following previous papers31,32 in which a special case of
this extension was studied. This is the modulated KR
(MKR), defined by a generalization of the Hamiltonian
(1):

H =
L2

2
+ kV (θ)

M−1∑

j=0

cj∆(t′ − tj), (20)

where ∆(t′) =
∑

∞

t=−∞
δ(t′− t), cj (j = 0, . . . ,M −1) are

M arbitrary coefficients, and tj (j = 0, . . . ,M − 1) are
M “times” which are arbitrary except of the conditions
0 ≤ tj < tj+1 ≤ 1 and t0 = 0; one also defines tM =
1. The classical map for (20) can be easily written and
generally exhibits the KAM scenario as in the case of the
usual standard map (M = 1, see Sec. IIA). In analogy to
(7), the quantum one-period evolution operator for the
MKR is given by

Û =

M−1∏

j=0

exp[−iτjL̂2/(2~)] exp[−icjkV (θ)/~], (21)

where τj = tj+1 − tj and the factors under the product
sign in (21) are arranged from right to left in order of

increasing j. Thus, Û in Eq. (21) is the composition of

M quantum maps Ûj , each corresponding to a KR with
time period τj and kick strength cjk. Now, the condition
for the main QRs of this KR is:

~τj = 4πmj, (22)

where mj is an arbitrary positive integer. Since L̂/~
has integer eigenvalues, condition (22) implies that

exp[−iτjL̂2/(2~)] = 1 is identically satisfied, so that

Ûj = exp[−ikcjV (θ)/~], which indeed leads to QR for
KR j. Then, the MKR is described by the evolution
operator

Û =

M−1∏

j=0

exp[−ikcjV (θ)/~] = exp



−i
M−1∑

j=0

cjkV (θ)/~



 ,

(23)
leading to QR for the entire MKR system unless

M−1∑

j=0

cj = 0, (24)

implying that

Û = 1 (25)

identically. Eq. (25) means that all the QE spectrum
consists of one infinitely degenerate level (flat band)
ω = 0 and no wave-packet moves. This phenomenon

is diametrically opposite to that of the QRs exhibited
by the individual KRs “composing” the MKR according
to Eq. (23). This is the quantum antiresonance (QAR)
phenomenon already considered in Sec. IID. As far as
we are aware, the term “antiresonance” was first coined
in a work33 studying a different class of systems (to be
considered in Sec. IV), when referring to a yet unpub-
lished paper.32 This term reflects the “cancellation” of
QRs of sub-systems composing a given system, due to
some condition like (24). Such a cancellation effect can
be shown to be responsible also to QARs associated with
more than one infinitely degenerate QE level, such as the
QAR considered in Sec. IID. One should also mention
that the QAR for the M = 2 MKR with τ0 = τ1 = 1/2,
c0 = −c1 = 1, and V (θ + π) = −V (θ) was shown30 to
be exactly equivalent to a well-known period-2 QAR23

occurring in the KR.
It is natural to ask about the behavior of the MKR in

the immediate vicinity of QAR, i.e., when ~ → ~(1 + ǫ)
in Eq. (22) and condition (24) still holds. It was shown30

that this perturbation of ~ removes the infinite degener-
acy of the single QE level ω = 0, and the QE spectrum
is then given by ω = ǫω̄; here ω̄ are the eigenvalues of a
one-dimensional Schrödinger equation for the integrable
system of a “pendulum” with a potential k2eff(dV/dθ)

2,
where keff is k multiplied by some quantity dependent on
the coefficients cj . The corresponding QE eigenstates are
then exponentially localized in angular-momentum space
with a localization length ξ, where ξ−1 is not smaller
than the smallest distance of a singularity of dV/dθ in
the complex θ plane from the real axis.
One can expect that the MKRs should exhibit a rich

variety of classical and quantum transport phenomena
associated with many different choices of the large num-
ber 2M of parameters τj and cj, especially when these pa-
rameters are not subjected to conditions like (22) and/or
(24). In fact, several new phenomena were discovered
by Paul Brumer and co-workers34–36 using just MKRs
and modified MKRs whose τj values are all the same
(τj = 1/M) and with cj = ±1. These phenomena are:
(a) A quantum diffusion, taking place over long time
scales, which is faster than the classical anomalous one
(superdiffusion due to accelerator-mode islands).34 (b)
Controlled enhancement of the dynamical localization
length.35 (c) Classical chaotic ratchet acceleration, with
clear quantum-transport manifestations, exhibited by an
asymmetric MKR with accelerator-mode islands36 (see
also Sec. IVD).
The M = 2 MKR with arbitrary τ0 = 1 − τ1, c0, and

c1 is the so-called “double KR”, extensively studied by
several groups during the last decade. A detailed review
of the many results concerning this and related systems
is beyond the scope of the present paper. We refer the
interested reader to representative sets of works37,38 on
this subject.
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IV. NON-KAM SYSTEMS AND KICKED

HARPER MODELS

A. Classical Kicked Charges in a Magnetic Field

and Transport on Stochastic Webs

We now consider a class of kicked systems fundamen-
tally different from those in Secs. II and III. These are
charged particles periodically kicked in a direction per-
pendicular to a uniform magnetic field B.39,40 We follow
here the general approach introduced in our work40 as-
suming, for definiteness and without loss of generality,
that the particles have unit mass and unit charge. Using
dimensionless scaled coordinates and notation similar to
that in Eq. (1), the Hamiltonian of the system is:

H =
Π2

2
+ kV (x)

∞∑

t=−∞

δ(t′ − t), (26)

where Π = (Πx,Πy) = p − B × r/(2c) is the kinetic
momentum, p = (px, py) is the canonical momentum, B
is in the z direction, r = (x, y), and V (x) is a general
2π-periodic potential. It is well known41 that the nat-
ural degrees of freedom in a uniform magnetic field are
the conjugate pairs (Πx,Πy) and (xc, yc) (coordinates of
the center of a cyclotron orbit). Defining u = Πx/Ω and
v = Πy/Ω, where Ω = B/c is the cyclotron angular ve-
locity, one has the relation xc = x + v, easily derivable
from simple geometry. The Hamiltonian (26) can thus
be written as

H =
Ω2

2
(u2 + v2) + kV (xc − v)

∞∑

t=−∞

δ(t′ − t). (27)

Since the conjugate mate yc of xc is absent in (27), xc
is a constant of the motion. Then, since also (u, v) are
conjugate, (27) is just the Hamiltonian of a harmonic
oscillator periodically kicked by a potential V (xc − v)
dependent on the “parameter”xc. The classical map on
the (u, v) phase plane for (27), from t′ = t − 0 to t′ =
t+ 1− 0, can be easily derived from Hamilton equations
u̇ = Ω−1∂H/∂v, v̇ = −Ω−1∂H/∂u:

zt+1 = [zt + kf(xc − vt)]e
−iΩ, (28)

where z = u + iv and f(x) = −Ω−1dV/dx. The map
(28) in the special case of xc = 0 and V (x) = cos(x) was
first presented by Zaslavsky et al.39 and it is known as
the “Zaslavsky map” or “web map”. It was later gener-
alized to the form (28) by Dana and Amit.40 The main
motivation for this generalization is the sensitivity of the
dynamics to the value of xc. Before discussing this sen-
sitivity, we first consider some more basic aspects of the
system. The harmonic oscillator is a degenerate system
since ∂2H0/∂J

2 = 0; here H0 = Ω2(u2 + v2)/2 = ΩJ
is the unperturbed Hamiltonian in (27) and J is the
action. This in contrast with H0 = L2/2 in (1), with
∂2H0/∂J

2 = 1 6= 0 (J = L). Thus, unlike (1), the KAM
theorem cannot be applied to (27), which is therefore a

non-KAM system. One then expects that global chaos,
i.e., unbounded chaotic motion of (u, v), may exist for
arbitrarily small k (kc = 0). In fact, such an unbounded
motion under the map (28) for all k is observed to take
place diffusively on a “stochastic web” for resonance (ra-
tional) values of Ω = 2πl/n (l and n are coprime inte-
gers). For n = 3, 4, 6, the web has crystalline symmetry
(triangular, square, hexagonal) while for other values of
n > 4 it has quasicrystalline symmetry.
The chaotic diffusion on the stochastic web for Ω =

2πl/n is characterized by the diffusion coefficient40

D(xc) = lim
t→∞

〈
|znt − z0|2

〉

2nt
, (29)

where 〈·〉 denotes average over an ensemble {(u0, v0)} of
initial conditions in the stochastic web. Analytical and
numerical results for crystalline webs indicate a strong
dependence of D(xc) on xc.

40 Since a general ensemble
of charged particles exhibits all values of xc, a (weighted)
average of D(xc) over xc is usually necessary. It was
shown40 that such averaging removes much of the rich
structure (e.g., oscillations) of D versus k at fixed xc.
For crystalline webs, featuring translational invariance

in the (u, v) phase plane, “accelerator-mode” periodic or-
bits exist for sufficiently large k42: umn = u0 + 2πw1,
vmn = v0 + 2πw2, where m is the minimal period and
(w1, w2) are integers, not both zero. As in the case
of KAM systems (see Sec. IIA), stable accelerator-
mode orbits cause the anomalous chaotic transport of

superdiffusion42:
〈
|zmnt − z0|2

〉
∝ tµ(xc), 1 < µ(xc) < 2;

the anomalous-diffusion exponent µ(xc) is again strongly
dependent on xc. It has been suggested42 that the strong
variation of D(xc) or µ(xc) with xc may be used to “fil-
ter” from a general ensemble of charged particles a sub-
ensemble having any desired well-defined value of xc.

B. Generalized Kicked Harper Models as

Realistic Systems

We now consider a well known quantum-chaos system,
the kicked Harper model (KHM),39,43–50 whose most gen-
eralized version is described by the Hamiltonian47:

HKHM = kV1(v) + kV2(u)

∞∑

t=−∞

δ(t′/2− t), (30)

where V1(v) and V2(u) are general (not necessarily pe-
riodic) functions of the phase-space variables u and v
defined above. The original version of the KHM, which
appeared in the paper by Zaslavsky et al.39, is the very
special case of (30) with V1(v) = cos(v) and V2(u) =
cos(u). This KHM and its asymmetric variant with
V2(u) = A cos(u) (A 6= 1) were later studied as kicked-
rotor systems,44,46 i.e., by viewing u as an angle and v as
an angular momentum. Such systems were found to ex-
hibit a variety of quantum-transport phenomena for dif-
ferent values of the parameters k, A, and a scaled Planck
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constant. For irrational values of the latter constant,
these phenomena include dynamical localization, quan-
tum diffusion (see also Sec. IVC), and ballistic quantum
motion. The latter two phenomena are not exhibited by
the quantum kicked rotor (see Sec. IIB).
Due to the unusual form of the “kinetic energy” kV1(v)

in (30) (a generally non-quadratic function of the “mo-
mentum” v), one may ask to what extent the KHM repre-
sents a realistic system. The original KHM in the paper
of Zaslavsky et al.39 was claimed to describe only approx-
imately the system (27) in the case of Ω = π/2 (square
crystalline web), xc = 0, and V (x) = cos(x). Actually,
it was later shown47 that the generalized KHM (30) is
exactly related, both classically and quantally, to the sys-
tem (27) with Ω = π/2, arbitrary xc, and V (x) replaced
by a time-periodic potential V (x, t′) with period T = 4
and satisfying some conditions. To see the classical rela-
tion, consider the map M(k) for the latter system, from
t′ = t− 0 to t′ = t+ 4− 0. This is is the composition of
four maps, M(k) = M3M2M1M0, where, similarly to
(28) for Ω = π/2,

Mt: vt+1 = −[ut + kf(xc − vt, t)], ut+1 = vt, (31)

with f(x, t′) = −Ω−1∂V (x, t′)/∂x. The map MKHM(k)
for (30), from t′ = 2t− 0 to t′ = 2(t+ 1)− 0, is:

MKHM(k): vt+1 = vt + kf2(ut), ut+1 = ut − kf1(vt+1),
(32)

where fj(x) = −Ω−1dVj/dx, j = 1, 2. Then, a straight-
forward but tedious calculation47 shows that the maps
M(k) and MKHM(k) are exactly related,

M(k) = M−2
KHM(−k), (33)

provided the following conditions are satisfied:

V (xc − v, 0) = V (xc + v, 2) = V1(v), (34)

V (xc + u, 1) = V (xc − u, 3) = V2(u). (35)

The quantum version of the exact relation (33) turns out
to be47:

Û(k) = −Û−2
KHM(−k), (36)

where

Û(k) = −e−ikV (xc−u,3)/~e−ikV (xc+v,2)/~

×e−ikV (xc+u,1)/~e−ikV (xc−v,0)/~ (37)

is the evolution operator from t′ = t− 0 to t′ = t+ 4− 0
for the system of kicked charges defined above and
ÛKHM(k) = exp[−kV1(v)/~)] exp[−kV2(u)/~)] is the evo-
lution operator from t′ = t− 0 to t′ = t+ 2− 0 for (30).
The conditions for the validity of (36) are again (34) and
(35). The minus sign after the equality sign in (36) and
(37) is of pure quantum origin and is physically irrele-
vant. If one wishes to consider only time-independent
potentials V (x, t′) = V (x), conditions (34) and (35) im-
ply that V (x) must be an even function around x = xc;

for example, V (x) = cos(x − γ) with γ = xc. The KHM
is then symmetric, V1(x) = V2(x). It is clear from (34)
and (35) that one can always find a time-periodic poten-
tial V (x, t′) which realizes any given generalized KHM.
The kicked harmonic oscillator with V (x) = cos(x) has
already been experimentally realized using atom-optics
methods with BECs,51 but the parameters used do not
correspond to Ω = π/2, i.e., to the symmetric KHM.

C. Quantum Antiresonance and Diffusion

Quantum transport has been studied in general sys-
tems (27),33,52,53 not related to KHMs, i.e., Ω 6= π/2
and/or conditions (34) and (35) are not satisfied. A first

rigorous result is as follows.33 Let us denote by ÛΩ the
one-period evolution operator for (27) from t′ = t − 0
to t′ = t + 1 − 0 and by ρ = [û, v̂]/(2πiΩ) a dimen-
sionless Planck constant. We ask under precisely which
conditions the system will exhibit quantum antiresonance
(QAR), i.e., Ûm

Ω is identically equal to a phase factor for
some finite power m [compare with the m = 1 case of
Eq. (25) in Sec. III]. The answer is that QAR will oc-
cur if and only if three conditions are satisfied: (a) The
potential V (xc − v) is odd, V (xc + v) = −V (xc − v), up
to some additive constant. (b) There is classical “crys-
talline” resonance, i.e., Ω = 2πl/n (see Sec. IVA) with
either n = 4 (square crystalline case) or n = 6 (hexago-
nal crystalline case); in both cases, the power m = n. (c)

ρ is integer for n = 4 while
√
3ρ/2 is integer for n = 6.

It was also shown33 that for n = 4 the QAR is due to
the“cancellation” of the main QRs of two KHMs. This
is analogous to the QAR of MKRs,30 arising from the
cancellation of the main QRs of KRs (see Sec. III).
In a second work,52 basic aspects of the QE spectrum

and quantum transport were studied as functions of xc
and ρ for n = 4 and V (x) = − cos(x). It was shown
that if the parameter ε = k sin(πρ)/(2πρ) is sufficiently
small, ε ≪ 1 and |ε/[2 cos(xc)]| ≪ 1 (i.e., xc is not
very close to π/2), the QE spectrum at fixed xc and k/ρ
is approximately the spectrum of a (symmetric) Harper

Hamiltonian54 Ĥ = −2 cos(xc)[cos(û)+ cos(v̂)]. The lat-
ter spectrum as function of ρ, 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1, forms the fa-
mous “Hofstadter butterfly” (HB).55 However, for xc =

π/2, one has Ĥ = 0: the potential V (xc − v) = − sin(v)
is odd and QAR occurs for ρ = 1 (see above), with an
infinitely degenerate QE spectrum. In fact, the QE spec-
trum for xc = π/2 at fixed k/ρ shrinks to a point as ρ→ 0
or ρ→ 1. After scaling the QEs by the ρ-dependent fac-
tor ε−1, the spectral structure as function of ρ at fixed
small value of k/ρ becomes very close to that of a “double
HB”.
It is known56 that the spectrum of the Harper Hamil-

tonian is fractal (a Cantor set) for generic, irrational ρ
and that such spectrum leads to a “quantum diffusion”
of the expectation value

〈
û2

〉
t
or

〈
v̂2
〉
t
for asymptotically

large times t. This should be then also the approximate
behavior of the expectation value of the kinetic energy in
(27), at least for sufficiently small values of the parameter
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ε above:
〈
Ω2

2
(û2 + v̂2)

〉

t

≈ Dq(xc)t, (38)

where Dq(xc) is the quantum-diffusion coefficient. The
asymptotic behavior (38) was extensively verified nu-
merically and the approximate formula Dq(xc) ≈
Dq(0) cos(xc), valid at least in simple cases, was
derived.52 As expected, Dq(xc) → 0 in the QAR limit
of xc → π/2. The quantum-transport behavior (38) for
the non-KAM system (27) is in sharp contrast with the
dynamical localization for KAM (KR) systems (see Secs.
IIB and III). The quantum diffusion of a general ensemble
of charged particles, exhibiting all values of xc, is char-
acterized by a (weighted) average of Dq(xc) over xc,

52 in
analogy to the classical case (see Sec. IVA).
It was already noted in the work mentioned above33

(see Fig. 1 there) that while QAR occurs in a strong
quantum regime of non-small ρ & 1, it has a distinct
classical analogue: For small k, the chaotic diffusion on
the crystalline stochastic web for odd potential V (xc−v)
[say, V (x) = − cos(x) and xc = π/2] is much slower than
that for even potential V (xc − v) [say, V (x) = − cos(x)
and xc = 0]. This classical phenomenon was explained in
a later work in the case of n = 457: For even potential,
relation (33) holds, so that the map M(k) is, like the
map MKHM(k) in (32), a perturbation of order O(k) of
the identity map vt+4 = vt, ut+4 = ut; on the other hand,
for odd potential, the map M(k) turns out to be a much
smaller perturbation, of order O(k2), of the identity map.

D. Quantum-Chaotic Ratchet Accelerators

Classical Hamiltonian ratchets are systems in which a
directed current can emerge in the chaotic region from
an unbiased force, i.e., a force whose phase-space and/or
time average is zero. This current is a mean position
velocity (usual velocity) or momentum velocity (acceler-
ation). In the latter case, one has a ratchet accelerator,
first introduced by Gong and Brumer36 using MKRs in a
strong-chaos regime (see end of Sec. III; see also the very
recent ratchet accelerator for arbitrarily weak chaos).58

For a persistent Hamiltonian ratchet effect to occur, it
is necessary that the system is asymmetric and possesses
transporting stability islands (accelerator-mode islands
in the case of ratchet accelerators) whose total flux is
non-zero due to the asymmetry. Thus, such an effect
cannot arise in a fully chaotic regime (with no stability
islands) even if the system is asymmetric.
On the other hand, quantum-ratchet-acceleration ef-

fects can generically occur also in systems whose classi-
cal phase space is fully chaotic.59–61 This was first shown
by Gong and Brumer59 using an asymmetric KHM (30)
which is fully chaotic and does not exhibit a classical
ratchet effect. For generic irrational values of a scaled
Planck constant in a semiclassical regime, a strong quan-
tum ratchet acceleration is observed using a spatially uni-
form initial state (a zero-momentum state). This acceler-
ation is due to the existence of cantori (broken KAM tori)

in the “vertical” (momentum v) direction whose broken
phase-space structures (gaps in the KAM tori) have typ-
ical size smaller than the scaled Planck constant. Thus,
quantally, the gaps appear as “closed” and the cantori
act effectively as vertical KAM tori which cause, already
classically, a ratchet acceleration. This strong quantum
effect was found to be robust to noise59 and should there-
fore be experimentally realizable using kicked harmonic
oscillators that are exactly equivalent to KHMs (see Sec.
IVB).
In two recent papers,60,61 the quantum ratchet ac-

celeration in fully chaotic KHMs was studied for small
rational values of the dimensionless Planck constant ρ
(using the notation in Sec. IVC), ρ = 1/N (N ≫ 1).
This corresponds to high-order QRs in a deep semiclassi-
cal regime. The most important difference between this
study and the one above of Gong and Brumer is that
the initial states used are maximally uniform in phase
space (MUPS), not only in ordinary space. Each such
state corresponds to a “von-Neumann”lattice in phase
space whose unit cell (0 ≤ u < a, 0 ≤ v < b) has
Planck area ab = h = 4π2ρ = 4π2/N ; the lattice ori-
gin is labeled by phase-space quasicoordinates (w1, w2)
ranging in the Planck cell, 0 ≤ w1 < a, 0 ≤ w2 < b.
It was shown that a MUPS state |w1, w2〉 leads to a
QR ratchet acceleration I(w1, w2) much stronger than
that obtained by using pure momentum states, already
in completely symmetric KHMs. As in the case of the
symmetric QR ratchets described in Sec. IID, this ef-
fect is due to the relative asymmetry associated with the
noncoincidence of the symmetry centers of the KHM and
the MUPS state |w1, w2〉. It was also shown that the
distribution of I(w1, w2) over |w1, w2〉 is a Gaussian with
mean 〈I〉 = 0 and variance

〈
I2
〉
= 2D/N2, where D is

the classical chaotic-diffusion coefficient in the momen-
tum (v) direction. Besides |w1, w2〉, other initial states
were considered which approximate |w1, w2〉 to some ar-
bitrary order denoted by B (0 ≤ B ≤ ∞); here B = 0
and B = ∞ correspond, respectively, to pure momen-
tum states and MUPS states |w1, w2〉. It was found that
the quantum ratchet acceleration over the approximat-
ing states has zero mean, 〈I〉B = 0, and variance

〈
I2
〉
B

increasing monotonically with B:
〈
I2
〉
0
for pure momen-

tum states is significantly smaller than
〈
I2
〉
∞

= 2D/N2

for the MUPS states. For sufficiently low orderB, the ap-
proximating states should be experimentally realizable.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this brief review, we have focused on representative
classes of 1D kicked systems with a periodic time de-
pendence associated entirely with the kicking potential.
These systems have been extensively investigated dur-
ing the last three decades. Less is known about kicked
systems in more than one dimension and/or with a non-
periodic time dependence. For the benefit of the inter-
ested reader, we conclude by considering very briefly two
important examples of the latter systems. The first ex-
ample is a rotor kicked by a potential quasiperiodic in
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time with three incommensurate frequencies (including
the frequency of the periodic delta function).62 For irra-
tional values of a scaled Planck constant, the QE prob-
lem for this system is equivalent to that of a 3D pseudo-
random tight-binding model (compare with the 1D case
in Sec. IIB). Then, as a nonintegrability parameter is
increased, there occurs a transition from pseudorandom
Anderson localization to unbounded diffusion (delocal-
ized regime) at a critical value of the parameter. This
transition and related phenomena have been experimen-
tally observed using atom-optics methods.63

The second example is that of a 1D periodically kicked
particle subjected to an additional constant force or lin-
ear potential.27,64–70 The theoretical interest in this sys-
tem began following the experimental discovery of the
“quantum accelerator modes” (QAMs) in the free-falling
frame (FFF) of periodically kicked atoms falling under
gravity.64 In the FFF Hamiltonian, the linear potential

does not appear but the momentum, in the kinetic-energy
term, increases linearly in time27,67; this makes the rel-
evant time dependence of the system non-periodic. The
QAMs in the FFF were theoretically explained67 as asso-
ciated with a vicinity of the main QRs, i.e., with values
~ = 2πl+ ǫ (l integer, see Sec. IID) of the scaled Planck
constant ~. It was shown that this vicinity defines a
“quasiclassical” regime in which ǫ plays the role of a fic-
titious Planck constant and the quantum evolution in the
FFF can be approximately described by a classical map.
Then, a wave packet initially trapped in an accelerator-
mode island of this map “accelerates”; this is a QAM.
The experimentally observed robustness of QAMs under
relatively large deviations ǫ from ~ = 2πl was explained,
in the framework of the quasiclassical approximation, as
a “mode-locking” phenomenon.68–70 Theoretical predic-
tions were verified by several experiments.66,68
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